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l Introduction 

In computer systems we are commonly us-
ing variables representing values which are 
positive or negati ve. In biological systems 
on the other hand , there are several indi
cations that only variables with a positive 
value or a magnitude are available [1]. One 
reason for this is that most phenomena are 
represented by a physical effect such as a 
pulse train or a polarisation . lt is then nat
ural that the zero leve! of the variable ear
responds to no or little activity, while the 
maximum value of the variable corresponds 

z•( 

~ 

Figure l: Representation of a sea! ar variable 
using magnitudes. 

to maximum activity. 2 Variable 
representation In general we want to have a representa

tion of features which can assume positive 
as weil as negative values. Various schemes 
can be conceived to allow the representation 
of such features. Change of the reference 
leve! would be one way. This tends, how
ever, to decrease the accuracy for low-level 
signals, given the assumption that the error 
is dependent upon the absolute leve! in the 
representation. 

The irrability to directly represent nega
tive signals in biological systems may not 
necessarily be any problem or disadvantage. 
As we willsee in the following paragraphs, i t 
is en t i re! y possible to represen t an arbitrary 
feature. In addition there may be very par
ticular advantages to such an arrangement. 

It is apparent that it is possible to repre
sent a variable~. which can be either posi
tive or negative, as the combination of two 
variables x and x', such that 

~=x-x' wherex2:0andx'2:0 (1) 

The correspondence is consequently such 
t hat 

{ 
x = ~ for ~ > O whereas x' = O 
x' = -~ for ~ < O whereas x = O 

Illustrated graphically we have a correspon
dence as indicated in Figure l. 
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Figure 2: Representation of a complex vari
able using magnitude values . 

A complex variable, (, can su itably be 
represented by variables ~ and 11 having the 
properties described earli er. 

( = ( + j17 (2) 

Figure 3: Components obtainecl from mul
tiplication of two complex variables 

We will denote the corresponding com- Z1Z2 (x1x2 +x~ x;- x1x;- 1: ~ x 2 ) 

(YIY2 + y;y; - YtY; - Y;Y2) + 
j(x1Y2 + x~y;- X1Y;- x~y2) + 
j(x2Y1 + x;y;- x2y~- x;yl) (5) 

plex variable with only positive components 
z, where: 

z= (x- x')+ j(y- y' ) (3) 

A graphical representation is given in Fig
ure 2. 

3 Implementation 
of camplex multiplica
tian 

As a test case we can study the implemen
tation of complex multiplication. 

A conventional complex multipli cation in 
cartesian coordinates with vari ables repre
sented according to equation 2, is 1vritten: 

(!(2 =((I+ j17I)((2 + j172) = 
= (!~2 -171772 + j(6772 + 6771) 

(4) 

A multiplication of complex variables z 1 

and z2 represented by magnitude compo
nents in accordance with equation 3, is writ
ten: 

If we group the expression into compo· 
nents which with certain ty are > O or < O, 
we obtain: 

(x1x2 +x~ x;+ Y1Y; + v:v2l
(x1x; + x;x2 + Y1Y2 + v;y; ) + 
j(x1Y2 +x; y;+ X27J1 + x;v;)

j(xly; + X~Y2 + X27J; +x; yl ) (6) 

These expressions arranged along the cor
responding axes is illustrated in Figure 3. 

What is a suitable formalism to cl escr ibc 
the operation which has been done? !t turns 
out that the result can be viewed as di ago nal 
traces of the matrix resulting from the ou Ler 
product between vectors z; and z~· where: 

( ~i ) 
Y! 

(7) 
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and 

z~· (8) 

The outer product between z~ and z~· 
gives a mat ri x C: 

c 
( 

X1X2 
YlX2 
x ;x2 
y;x2 

Xl1J; 
Y1Y; 
x 'l y; 

l l 

Y1Y2 

x1x; x,y, ) 
V1x; Y~Y2 (g) 
x; x~ X!Y2 

v; x; y;y2 

The diagonal traces of ma.t ri x C form the 
components of the mul t iplicat ion result ac
cording to equat ion 6. 

The procerl urc can itlso be vicwcd a$ a 
set of inner prod 1Jcls with the vcctor com
ponents of z'1 and z~· beeing circularly per
muted in a modulo-4 arrangement. A par
ticular outpu t component is formed a.s an in
ner product between t he two vectors. Other 
cor:nponents are formed in the same way af
ter a relative displacement of one of the vec
tors. An intui t ive illust rat ion of this proce
dure is given in Figure 4. 

What we have shown so far is that it is 
entirely poss ible to imp lement a typ ical op
erat ion such as camplex multiplication us
ing this representation, and we have made 
an interpretat ion of the formalism involved. 
T his shows th a.t it is possible to use vari
ables occurring in a. different ial signal sys
tem. One of the signals is a lways zero at a 
given instancc, and is a.cting as a. reference 
for the other signal Iine. 

The main use for this type of representa
tion can be expected as we want to employ 
non-linearities in the system. Such non
linearities can be used for dynamic range 
compression. 

In terms of the components of the result 
vector z; we obtain for some suitable func
tion f(x): 

:z:' l 

Figure 4: Mult iplica.tion components illus
tratedasa scalar product between circu larly 
permuted variables. 

{ 

Xj = 
Y! = 
xj = 
yj = 

' 
zf = 

f(x)- f( x') for f( x) > f(x') 
f(y)- f(y') for f (y) > f(y') 
f(x')- f(x) for f(x' ) > f (x) 
f(y') - J(y ) for J(y' ) > J(y) 

(lO) 

For a ll other cases th e variable in ques tion 
will be zero. 

If we want to con ve r t back to the usual 
format of variables whi ch can assume posi
tive and negativevalues wc can form a cam
plex variable (1. 

~f= f(x) - f( x') 
1"/J = f(y)- !(v') 

The non linearity at x = y = O makes 
it possible to introdu ce a new dass of non
linear operations, where we can separate dif
ferent functional models from each other. 
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Response 

1 
Spat• al / 
feature 
coordinate 

... 

Figure 5: Illustration of t.ypical response 
curve of an operation. 

4 lmplementation 
penalty functions 

of 

For most operations we use in image analy
sis; the detection of the matebing even t is in
dicated by a !arge magnitude. The response 
often has a form as indicated in Figure 5, 
which can be seen either as a function of 
the match in spatial position of the opera
tor or as a function of the match in pattern 
space [2]. 

This response f u nction is usually very 
broad, and it is difficult to obtain a dis
tinct statement. Thresholding gives a result 
which is energy dependent. 

An alternative is to u se match i ng penalt y 
functions, where the penalty effect is re
movcd from an output as tnatching with a 
prescribed function ocntrs. 

Let us assume a situation where we want 
to distinguish between right angle corners 

and straight Iines given in the GOP orienta
tion representation [3]. The correspondance 
between orientation of a Iine and its vector 
representation is given in Figure 6. 

The local orientation vector correspond
ing to a circle at the point of angle () will 
be 

tc(B) = aexp(i20) (11) 

U sing this representation , a pattern s u ch 

l -
Or•"la!IG~~ ef " t o .. ..:ho"' el 

IiiieeVIii - -
/ ~ 

Figure 6: Correspondance between orienta
tion of a Iine and its vector representation. 

as a square willhave avectorrepresentation 
indicated in Figure 7. 

We assume convolution of the innge by 
three different convolution kernels: 

l. A convolution kerncl ha ving real valued 
coefficients performing an averaging of 
the vector components wcight.ed over a 
neighbourhood of the image. The oper
ation pro d uces a vector s u m AJ, w here 

( 12) 

where I; are vector representation 

points of the image. w; are real valued 
weighting coefficients and the summa
tion is performed over some size neigh
bourhood with elements i. 

2. A convolution kernel having complex 
valued coefficients which around the 
symmetry point have values: 

d(v,B) = f(r) · exp(iO) (13) 
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Figure 7: A square represenled by orienta
tion vectors. 

t 

Figure 8: Vector orientation pattern of di
vergence kernel. 

where f(r) is some suitable radial win
dowing function which we will not eJab
orate on here [4] . 

The feature of main interest to us here 
is the veclor orientation pattern of the 
kernel whi ch is illustrated in Figure 8. 

The kernel is used to produce a convo
lution vector sum 

D = L di . Ii ( 14) 

with the remaining notation as before. 

3. A convolution kernel being the complex 
conjugate of the preceding one, i.e.: 

t 
Figure 9: Vector orientat ion pattern of cam
plex conjugate divergence kernel. 

d"(r,B) = j (1· ) · exp(-iO) (15) 

The vector ori <· rr Ld.i"rr p<lLI.crrr of thi s 
kernel is illustra t.< ·d i11 Figurc 9. 

This kernel produ ces a convolution vec
tor sum 

n·= L:: d~ . Ii (16) 

If we compare the image patterns with the 
kernels we can make th e following observa
tions: 

l. Averaging of vectors w il l produce a sum 
which is zero , w hen the summation ker
nel is symmetri ca! ly located over a right 
angle corner. Averaging of vectors rep
resenting a Iine will on the other hand 
give a !arge value. 

2. Convolutian with any of the kernels di 
or d; will producc an output which is 
zero, when the kernel is symmetrically 
located over a Iine. Convolutian over a 
neighbourhood containing a corner will 
produce a substan t. ial output from at 
!east one of the kernels. 

We can now use thcsc characteristics lo 
produce a compound operation, where we 
use one kernel to implement a driving func
tion while another one acls as a penalty 
function. 
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Let us form: 

o, 5[JJDII + IID.IIJ- k~JJMII 
for x 2: O, otherwise O 

IIMIJ- k2. O, 5[IJDIJ +liD* l il 
for x' 2: O, othcrwisc O 

For x the penalty function is zero in the 
case of right angle corners, which means 
that the non-zero driving function 

o, 5[JIDII +liD. Il] (17) 

will be allowccl to output its value. 
For x' the penalty function is zero on a 

Iine, while the driving function is non-zero. 
We can now form a variable 

~=x- x' (18) 

whose sign will inclicate whether we have 
a right angle corner or a Iine. 

4.1 Experimental results 

The compound operai.IOII dcscribed in tbc 

ad justing the penalt y coefficien t s k1 and k2 

we can obtain any degree of specificity. 

5 Concluding remarks 

We have in the preceding seclions stuelied 
the use of magnitude representation for fea
ture variables. There are severa.l indications 
that such a representation may be used in 
biological visua.l systerm>. 

The natural introduction of a non
linearity may be most useful for many pur
poses. This has been stuelied for the imple
mentation of penalty function operations. 
Such operations show great promise as they 
can be made very specific based on their 
zero-crossing property. 

There is a great deal of indication that in
hibition or penalty mechanisms are very im
portant in neUI·al systems. It has e.g. been 
found that in the cerebellar structure almost 
all synapses are inhibitory [l]. This could. 
indicate that inhibitory or rwnalt.y matebing 
is a primary mcchanism in hiological vision 

preceding scc.t.io11 i1<~s '"'Cil Lested on an systems . 
image indicated in Figure 10. lt contains 
straight Iines and corncrs of various angles 
embedded in heavy noisc. 6 Acknowledgernent 

Due to limitations of space, i t is only pos
sible to indicate the final result. In Figure 
11 both types of structure indications have 
been superimposed upon the original image. 

We can see that the compounded opera
tion performs surprisingly weil even in the 
presence of heavy noisc. As in the case of 
all operations taking i n to account the in
formation within a limited size neighbour
hood, the ability to suppress noise will be 
limited. A further refinemcnt giving better 
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ment. The author would like to express his 
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puter Vision Laboratory for m<wy useful 
discussions and comments. · In particular I 
would like to thank Håkan Bårman who im-
plemented the penalty operation procedUI·e 
and produced the results prescntcd here. 

noise suppression will require consistency References 
mechanisms [6]. Although such mechanisms 
can be included, this extension is outside the 
scope of this document. 

The main result of this study is that 
penalty functions can provide very specific 
statements of matching. The reason for the 
specificity is that a zero-crossing is more 
precisely defined than , say, the output from 
a linear filter, as illustratecl in Figure 5. By 
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Figure 10: Original image with Iines and corners in noise. 

Figure 11: In dications of rig ht angle corners and straight Iines supcrimposed upon orig in al 
Image. 
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